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Care for our World, Waste Less and Love More
Welcome back to our Christ College Family! The epidemic in the past two years has brought 
a lot of change and disruption in our lives. Reflecting on last year, the school could only 
arrange for students to return to school for half-day face-to-face instruction. Campus life 
was disrupted and it seemed that school life consisted of merely physical and online classes. Life on campus was 
tarnished to a great extent. However, thanks to God's blessing after the epidemic subsided later in the school year, 
we were able to successfully arrange all students to travel to Ocean Park. During this time teachers and students 
excitedly shared their feelings on how they have felt in the past two years. With God's grace, the Graduation 
Ceremony and the Graduation Dinner had also been held successfully as scheduled.

At the beginning of the new school year, I am eagerly looking forward to full school resumption as soon as possible 
because in the compressed space of half-day face-to-face instruction, students' growth and development cannot 
be fully taken care of. Last year, the school could only arrange real-time lessons for students but other learning 
experiences such as the Sports Day, Swimming Gala, Hymn Singing Competition, Gospel Week, Academic 
Weeks, camping activities, etc. were greatly reduced. In addition, most inter-class or inter-house competitions that 
are popular among students could not be held. Many off-campus activities or Student Union functions were also 
cancelled. After school activities and school team training were no exception. 

On the surface, reducing activities seems to have little impact on students, but in my opinion, it is a major loss 
for them. Students are deprived of the opportunities to enhance some essential skills such as class integration, 
social interaction, resilience, leadership, organizational skills. They also lack the opportunities to develop their 
potentials in sports, music, arts, and to serve others. The World Health Organization issued a message in July this 
year, stating that countries and regions should pay attention to the harmful effects of limited learning in school on 
education, social and mental health of young people.

Therefore, we look forward to resuming normal campus life. The rate of vaccinations for staff has long surpassed 
the requirements of the Education Bureau for full-time face-to-face instruction in schools. In order to provide 

a pleasant and conducive learning environment for students, we hope students will actively vaccinate to 
strengthen the school's anti-epidemic protection and hence create a healthy and safe learning and growth 
environment for everyone.

 Mr. Fung Chi Tak 
 Principal
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Astor LamHello! I am Astor Lam, one of the graduates of Christ College in 2020. If you are a senior student in Christ College, 
you may have seen me often before or recently. Since I have participated in various schools' activities such as 
being vice president of the Student Union and being an announcer of different school talks and workshops. 
Time flies, I have now become a second-year university student, majoring in Chinese and German at The 
University of Hong Kong. After graduating from Christ College, I still come back to Christ College often as the 
tutor of Liberal Studies and Chinese subjects. As Christ College provided me with many opportunities to realize 
my potentials, I also hope to do the best for my alma mater now.

I used to be a shy and introverted girl. Luckily, after the past six years studying at Christ College, I am not afraid to 
step out of my comfort zone and pursue better ideals.  Christ College has provided me with many training opportunities. 
I can participate in many speaking competitions to boost my confidence; I am also fortunate to be the vice-president of the Student 
Union, which trained my leadership skills and brought me to a group of very kind friends; I am also able to find my interests, which 
motivates me to keep moving forward with goals. I know that all of you are under more academic pressure during the pandemic. 
However, it is very important to build resilience against adversity and maintain a positive attitude. Only if you are willing to believe that 
you can do it can you eventually accomplish your goals!

When I entered university, I was very confused and helpless. Honestly speaking, it is different from secondary school life since no 
teachers will be there to remind you of everything or help you to tackle the difficulties. You must learn to solve problems independently 
and take the initiative to seek help. There are no boundaries or strict rules in university life, so it comes with a great deal of freedom. 
There are numerous societies and clubs that you can join, but you must prepare for a keen competition. I was very lucky to gain 
a golden opportunity to be one of the actresses in the Drama Society when I was in Year 1. It was a wonderful experience since I 
could not only perform on stage but also met a lot of talented students who share the same interest as me! Thus, you will get lots of 
awesome experiences in university life but it is better to prepare yourself right now! 

I am very grateful for everything I got at Christ College. I hope you can cherish your time at school, equip yourself well and prepare 
for a more exciting future!

Hi everyone!  I am Toby Kwong, one of the graduates in 2021. I am now studying Science at The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. Time flies but memories don't. Although I have graduated for 
almost half a year, I still remember everything that happened at this wonderful school.    

When I was in Form 1, I was perplexed, nervous, and as lost as everyone else.  Luckily, I joined 
the mentor program and met many friendly seniors. They put my mind at rest and provided lots of 
guidance for me to adapt to the new environment, which is a true blessing for me.

When it comes to great memories, I certainly cannot forget to mention my time of being a member of the 
Liberal Studies Society. I experienced and learned so many more things than in my academic study. During that time, 
I joined many competitions and even won a championship with my group mates. I even got a chance for an overseas 
study tour.  Also, I am grateful to be a member of the Student Union. Through cooperating with other members, my 
communication skills are polished. Confidence is also one of the best things I gained. As I had to present my ideas and 
talk in front of large groups of people, I became a much more confident person.    

Form 6 was the toughest time during my secondary school life as I had to face the DSE. However, I was not alone at 
all. My classmates were my best company and source of motivation. I still remember the time we went back to school 
and studied together for the whole day during the study leave.  Remember, studying can become way easier and more 
entertaining when you have good company.    

Although it may sound clichés, I am thankful to meet all the friends and teachers at Christ College. Without them, I could 
never be the person I am today. Everything is very precious and unforgettable to me. Until now, it is still a great blessing 
and honor for me to become the Outstanding Student of the Year.    

Apart from secondary school life, I would also like to share something about my university life.  The past few months 
have been a whole new experience for me. There is a great deal of freedom and autonomy here. You can join any 
Society or activities you are interested in. What I enjoy the most about university has to be the flexibility — I can tailor 
make my personal timetable! You can even have a whole day off, which is something that we can only imagine at 
secondary school.  But freedom is a double-edged sword. At the same time, no one will remind me when to have lessons 
or when to submit assignments.  Just like what everyone says, self-discipline is extremely important at university.

I hope all of you have a pleasant and fulfilling school year and keep getting better not only academically but also as an 
all-round individual. I cannot wait to see you at CU!     

Alumni's Sharing

Toby Kwong

Astor Lam

Toby Kwong
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Astor Lam

Hello everyone, I am Mr Au, the new ICT and T&L teacher this year. I am very grateful to have the 
opportunity to serve as a teacher in this warm family. I consider myself an active person. I enjoy 

almost all kinds of sports, particularly volleyball and hiking. Not only did I find excitement in 
playing sports, but I have also developed a strong mentality through that. I am also a travel 

lover. It is always on the top of my to-do list and I am always up for new adventures. 

Despite being active in sports, I am an introvert and I love reading and spending time alone. It calms 
me and it always sparks new ideas when I read. Reading books opens up our minds to unknowns and 

prepares us to face new challenges. Lean into the fear. Something great waits for you on the other side :)

Hello, I am Miss Poon. It is my pleasure to join a school with mission and love! I am impressed by 
the whole school approach with Truth, Virtue and Love, which have a profound impact on the life 

quality of students. Have you ever heard of a quote from a famous industrialist Henry Ford? 
"Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress. Working together is success!" 

Why do I like teaching English? Just like being an explorer of a movie song "A Whole New World" 
that I taught in the first lesson, I hope English takes everyone of you wonder by wonder! We can find 

meaningful messages from every little thing! Resilience, is one of the positive values we can have in 
difficulty. (Romans 5:3-5) 

In my spare time, I like reading and studying the Bible. "Live by the Truth in Love" reinforces my belief: 
moral growth and self-respect are important in nurturing the youth. I am glad to offer mentorship and 
companionship to teenagers. Every sharing of your remarkable achievement and reflection of your life-
long learning is insightful! I look forward to hearing it!

A warm welcome
 to the new teachers in 2021-2022

Hi! I am Miss Cathy Chan. I am very grateful to be a teacher 
here. Like everybody else, I love travelling a lot. I love to get 
to know different cultures and explore the nature. Sometimes I 
share my travel experiences with students when I'm teaching. 
From time to time, I use my cat as examples to teach Biology 
too. I hope you will love nature and biology as much as I do.

Hello everyone! I am Miss Lam, your new Chinese History teacher. This is my first job teaching 
at a secondary school and I am so glad that I have the opportunity to join Christ College and 
work with such a great team and amazing students. I studied Chinese History for my BA 
degree in University and am thoroughly passionate about not just teaching it, but also growing 
and sustaining an inquisitive interest and appreciation of the subject in my students. I believe 
they constitute the most crucial part of education; to independently think about questions from 
different angles and depths and relate their ideas in clearly and cohesively drafted arguments. 
I look forward to having a fascinating year with all the students taking Chinese History with me.

In my natural habitat, I can be found reading a book at a café, cooking up a storm in my 
kitchen, or frivolously casting a rod from a rocky shore on a nice day. Everyone is welcome to 
pull me over for a chat or share your bookmark on OpenRice.

Astor Lam

Mr. Au Hok Lai

Ms. Chan Shuk Kwan

Ms. Poon Ka Yan

Ms. Lam Tsz Min
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Hi, everyone! This is Ms. Ng, a new member on the English panel here at Christ 
College. I am honoured to be the English Panel Chairperson of the school. I 
graduated from the University of Hong Kong with a BA degree in English Language 
and Linguistics, and MA in Applied Linguistics in the same university. 

I love teaching English and find this work very challenging and rewarding. It is of great 
satisfaction to see my students grow and become mature mentally and intellectually.  
In my spare time, I enjoy reading, watching movies and listening to music. 

I believe that there are no secrets to success. It is the results of preparation, hard 
work and learning from failure. I would like to share my motto with you all, which is 
also the way I want every one of you to spend your youth: LIVE TO THE FULLEST!

Hi all CCST mates! I'm glad to be a part of CCST big family. My name is Tam Tsz Wai. You 
may call me Miss Tam. I'm a PE and extra-curricular assistant teacher. 

I am a member of the National Dragon Boat Team. In the past decade, I have participated 
in many different competitions such as the World championships, East Asian games, Asian 
championships, etc. The most memorable competition was the 18th Asian games in Indonesia 
in 2018. All these experiences have definitely widened my horizon.

Moreover, I had joined many different sports teams such as rowing, handball and rugby during 
my 4 years University life. I have always enjoyed sports and physical training. Don't hesitate to 
discuss with me if you have any questions about sports science, sports injuries, methods on 
weight loss or nutrition. 

Hi, everyone! I am Miss Ng, the new Chinese History and Life and Society teacher of this 
year. I graduated from the Chinese University of Hong Kong where I majored in Global 

Studies and minored in German. I like travelling, especially those which are rich in 
cultural and historical contexts. It always reminds me that 'He that travels far knows 

much'. Therefore, I always encourage my students to extend their field of knowledge 
beyond their textbooks and build up their global mindset in response to this fast-

changing world. I am a huge lover of aesthetics. During my free time, I take part in flower 
arrangement, tea ceremony and aromatherapy classes. This also explains why I initiated to 
launch the Aesthetics Club this year. Not only do I aspire to be a teacher who teaches students 
knowledge, but I also want to become a teacher who cares and concerns students' personal 
growth. I always welcome my students to approach me for advice and assistance.

Ms. Ng Hiu Kin

Ms. Ng Yeuk Sze Summer

Ms. Tam Tsz Wai

'Train up a child in the way he should go, and even when he is old he will not depart from it.' (Proverbs 
22:6)

In Christ College, I serve as a Biology and Science teacher, as well as one of the disciplinary 
teachers. I believe that every student regardless of their backgrounds and abilities is valuable. 

With persistent commitments, I wish to nurture students with the virtues of being responsible 
and self-directed not only in school learning but also throughout their lives. I expect my students to 

take initiative in asking questions and exploring the answers simultaneously. It is also my aspiration to 
cultivate them with open-minds to different ideas and the value of perseverance when facing challenges.

I love drawing and appreciating the beauty of nature. I used to teach young teenagers to draw their 
pictures step by step. To draw a picture is like to live a life. I believe every student was born a plain paper, 
and my role is to guide them to draw step by step.

Ms. Man Wo Sau
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Hello everyone! I am Mr. Yeung, a new Mathematics teacher this year. It is my 
pleasure and honour to join Christ College. As a Mathematics teacher, I wish 
to nurture students' interest in Mathematics and enhance their problem-solving 
skills. In my spare time, I like reading and playing basketball. I think the students 
at Christ College are courteous and willing to learn. I feel very delighted to 
teach the students here and look forward to meeting you all at school!

Hello everyone! I am Miss Wong, a new Mathematics teacher. 
Some of the Junior students may know more about me. You 

can see the greenery environment in my photo. A fun 
fact is that I studied Environmental Science during my 

university study! One more fun fact is that I love cats very 
much. Carbonara joined my family 6 months ago, and she is 

now 7-month-old. Look how cute she is! She likes staying with me 
when I watch TV, but she can easily get angry if I bother her sleep!

Hi everyone! I am Miss Yu and I am the new Chinese Language teacher this year. It is my 
pleasure to join Christ College and I am very delighted to be a part of this big family! Apart 

from Chinese Language, I also like History a lot because I enjoy reading interesting 
stories, and I am curious in knowing how the reality we are living and facing was formed. 

You are all welcome to chat with me whenever you drop by! This is a special school year 
as we can finally resume face to face teaching since the one-and-a-half-year pandemic. I 

look forward to the day when we can see your lovely smiling face unveiled from the mask! :)

English Activities
English Talent Show
Not even the pandemic will stop us from 
having our annual English Talent Show. 
Students showcased their talent through 
singing, Chinese kungfu, Kpop dancing 
or playing musical instruments. We had a 
stupendous show via Zoom.

Ms. Wong Yu Hang

Mr Yeung Chi Leung

Ms. Yu Pui Ying
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Public Speaking
We strive to give our students different 
opportunities to shine inside and outside of 
classrooms. Students have ample chances to 
enhance their public speaking skills in English. 

Form 2 Interclass Competition
Students enjoyed a variety of games 
including Kahoot, Family Feud and Tongue 
Twisters. These friendly competitions 
helped our students to become leaders 
and encouraged their teammates to try 
hard and never give up.  

Mid-Autumn Festival
To kick-start the new school year, students tried 
their best to solve these English riddles for Mid-
Autumn Festival.
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Title: The Alchemist 
Author: Paulo Coelho
Publisher: HarperTorch 

Do you have a dream now?
Yes. (Go to Q.2)
No. (Go to Q.3)

Are you pursuing your dream now?
Yes. (Go to Q.4)
No. (Go to Q.5)

Are you still figuring out what your dream is?
Yes. (Go to B)
No. (Go to Q.6)

Do you sometimes feel frustrated or distressed 
in pursuit of your dream?
Yes. (Go to A)
No. (Go to A)

In order to realise your dream, do you know 
where to start from?
Yes. (Go to A)
No. (Go to A)

Are you afraid of possessing a dream of your 
own?
Yes. (Go to B)
No. (Go to B)

Reading Promotion by English Teachers

Book title: The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
Author: Mark Haddon

Discovering a neighbor's dog being killed by a garden folk is how the reading journey begins for this novel. 
It is written in first person narrative from the perspective of a 15-year-old boy with Asperger's syndrome 
called Christopher Boone. He tries to solve this mystery by using complex scientific and mathematic 
concepts. 

However, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time is not as simple as what the title may seem 
like- a mystery novel about a dog being murdered. Throughout his investigation, some unexpected 
secretes have been revealed. He has to overcome fears and makes some serious life changes. This self-
discovery journey of Christopher gives the reader an insight into his life that demonstrates how he might 
see the world differently with others. This book is highly recommended to all young adults as it allows us to 
better understand the ways people with special needs process information. 

(Ms Keys Fu)

Congratulations on having your dream! Regardless of whether you know what your first step is, it is already good enough to possess a 
dream at your age! However, if you are aware of your starting point, you are blessed and I feel thankful for you. Undeniably, the journey 
to the achievement of a dream is never smooth and easy like a flat, straight road. Instead, it is full of twists and turns, which result 
in negativity. If you have not experienced any so far, be patient and be prepared, both physically and psychologically, since you will 
encounter it sooner or later as you carry on. Following Santiago, a shepherd boy, to chase his dream about uncovering a treasure in 
the Pyramids of Egypt, The Alchemist will not only share your joy and tears in quest of a dream, but also give you strength and hope to 
continue your voyage. 

No worries if you are still seeking for your dream. Time will tell you the answer. In the meantime, why not take a look at Santiago, a 
shepherd boy, to see how he follows his hearts and chases his dream about finding a treasure in the Pyramids of Egypt by paying 
attention to the hidden signs in The Alchemist? Perhaps he will give you courage, guidance or inspiration to have your own dream and 
strive towards it. 

Simple as ABC, Direct as 1+1=2, The Alchemist invites you to embark on an intriguing and exciting dream-chasing adventure,clearing 
your negativism and doubts about dreams. 

(Miss Emily Fu)

Reading Promotion by English Teachers
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Owing to the epidemic, the 'real' Christian Rally still could not be held at 
school hall. It was the second time for Christ College students to attend 
Christian Rally at zoom. Christian Rally was held on 17th September, 2021. 
To have better ambience, the live Christian Rally was held in the covered 
playground. A lot of preparation work and technical support was needed 
in advance. At first, our amiable school pastors shared the melodic and 
inspiring hymns with the musical instrument in order to help our devotion

The annual Form Four Life-wide Learning Days were held on 3rd and 
4th of November this year. Our Form Four students went to Tuen Mun to 
participate in a simulation activity called the Struggle for Survival organised 
by Crossroads to taste poverty.

In this activity, students acted as slum-dwellers. They were put into 
'families' and had to work extremely hard in order to make ends meet. Apart 
from selling the paper bags they made to the greedy and merciless shop 
owners, they also needed to face the unscrupulous landlord. For families 
which could not earn enough money, they were asked to stay under the 
bridge. How poor!

Reflecting on this experience, many students expressed that they had learnt 
not to take everything for granted. To break the vicious circle of poverty, 
the concerted effort of all people around the world is needed. Providing the 
poor with what they need materially is good, but the most important thing is 
to teach them how to fish – equip them with the skills to survive.

Echoing the annual school theme: Caring for the World, Waste Less and 
Love More, it is hoped that our Form Four students can be more aware of 
different global issues and play a more active role in giving a helping hand 
to the needy around us after taking part in the Struggle for Survival.

Christian Rally

The Struggle for Survival

College Motto
Jesus said, "I am the way, the truth, and the life."  (John 14:6)

After singing the hymns, we were so delighted to see our past school fellowship 
leader to come back to share and encourage us to witness and serve our God 
together. She shared her own personal experience to encourage us. Eventually, the 
main message was shared by our pastor who helped the participants understand 
that we have to be determined to follow and serve God wholeheartedly. Even though 
it is not easy to do it under such difficult and challenging circumstance, we realize 
that we are not alone on the way and we can support each other.
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S.4 Training Camp
To help students enhance communication and team spirit, Career Team, 
Counselling Committee and Co-curricular Activities Committee organized 
a training camp for S4 students in early October at Breakthrough Youth 
Village.  Though it was affected by the bad weather and the last day 
of it was postponed, the whole program was successfully carried out. 
In these 3-day Day Camp, all students were engaged in a variety of 
activities which consisted of ice-breaking, team building and personal 
breakthrough sessions. Students learned to understand their strengths 
and weaknesses, and by completing the tasks together with other 
teammates, they also enhanced their interpersonal relationship and 
communication skills. Throughout the day camp, participants have had 
a better understanding of themselves and each other.  They also realize 
that learning does not only apply to sitting in the classroom and listening 
to the teacher, but indeed they can also learn in many different ways. 
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Dear Miss Poon, 

How are you? Hope you are well. I'm Edmond Cheng from your Class 6B in 2020. I really enjoyed your 
lessons in the past. You never lost your temper when we were naughty. I would like to thank you for teaching 
me and encouraging me to keep trying my best. 

I am now studying at Christ College in Shatin. All of my teachers are caring and patient. They inspire us to 
learn. I'm glad to have these patient teachers like you. Now I am in an English class. There are 31 students 
in my class. They are very friendly. I have met a new friend who is called Jaden. He is helpful and nice. We 
always go to the tuck shop together at recess. 

Besides that, there are some new subjects which I didn't study before, such as Geography and History. I 
also have my own desk with a drawer. I can put my books inside. 

I like this school very much. I hope you will have a wonderful school year. Let's keep in touch and I wish you 
all the best! 

Best wishes, 
Edmond

Dear Ms Lam,

How are you? I am glad that I can have a NET teacher to be my English teacher. I am happy that I have 
a wonderful English teacher! Let me introduce myself to you. 

First, I am going to talk about my family. I don't live with my parents. I live with my auntie. We have five 
family members living in the home, my auntie, my uncle, my two cousins and myself. I will have dinner 
with my parents on special festivals, such as Christmas or Chinese New Year. Also, I usually have dinner 
outside with my auntie. My mother is a director-general and my dad is a businessman. I am so proud of 
them. 

Then, let me tell you about my hobbies. I like dancing most. I have danced for nine years. I joined many 
shows and competitions. I have won many prizes. I enjoy dancing very much. Also, I love singing. I have 
joined choir for two years. For me, singing can relax my mood. I love playing badminton too. Ever since 
I tried this sport in PE lesson, I have fallen in love with badminton. Playing badminton can improve my 
hand-eye coordination and concentration. What are your hobbies? 

At last, I am going to tell you about my personality. I think I am friendly and helpful. When my friends need 
help, I will do my best to help them. I often help my family with housework and they would praise me! 
Also, I think I have a strong leadership ability. When I was in primary school, I helped lead my classmates 
to win competitions. I think my classmates were hard-working as well, that's why we were the champion. 

I hope you enjoyed reading my introduction and now you can know me better. See you soon. 

Love,  
Yuki

2D Chung Yuen Ki, YukiA Letter to the NET

1D Cheng Kin Man
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 A letter to my favourite primary school teacher
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Nowadays, online learning has been conducted by many schools in Hong Kong for long periods of time due to 
CIVID-19. According to a report, mobile e-learning has grown $3 million as of 2020, which proved online learning 
has become more prevalent. Because of this sudden change, many students' academic performances have 
worsened. In the following article, we will discuss whether online learning does more harm than good to students.

First of all, the change of face-to-face class to virtual class means excessive screen-time. Students spend more 
than 4 hours per day sitting in front of screens. It leads to different problems such as bad posture, headache 
and poor eyesight. Besides online learning, students tend to spend time on social media and video games for 
entertainment, which exacerbates the problem that I have mentioned above. 

Moreover, online learning requires self-discipline and self-direction. Students can just hide behind the camera 
and microphone if the teacher doesn't ask students to turn them on. They could be playing video games, 
scrolling their phones, eating snacks, or even it's even possible for them to sleep on their bed. Since there are 
a myriad of distractions like phone, bed, comic books, snacks and social media etc., students without discipline 
could easily be distracted, and not paying attention to classes. As the length of classes has been shortened, 
students have extended time in the afternoon to do things that they need to or want to. In this situation, students 
with self-discipline would spend time studying and doing revision, but students with no self-discipline would 
waste their time on scrolling their phones, playing online games, vegging out. Because of reasons I mentioned 
above, students' academic performance could easily be worsened.

Last but not least, based on the latest survey, 80% of students agreed that online learning affects their social 
well-being. Since lessons are conducted online, students will not see their teachers and classmates in real life. 
The lack of face-to-face interaction may also hinder the communication skills of students, which may lead to poor 
interpersonal skills. 

In conclusion, online learning undoubtedly does harm more than good to students.

With the pandemic raging across the globe, many countries are seen shutting down their airports with the hopes of 
containing the virus. Planes are grounded and airports are as quiet as they can be. Planes are parked not only in 
gates and hangars, but also on taxiways and runways. As you could imagine, travelling is extremely challenging if 
not impossible. For a person who usually travels around one to three times on a yearly basis, being stuck in Hong 
Kong can be really boring. I am going to share my personal experience on how I have survived the year without 
travelling. 

'Man, the airport is as empty as it can get!' I thought to myself. I was at a mall in Tung Chung, gazing longingly at 
the airport which seemed to be just walking distance away. It has been about six months since I travelled to London 
in the summer of 2020 (6 months without travelling — how crazy is that?). I love visiting Tung Chung because it 
is the closest I can get to travelling. There locates the largest outlet in Hong Kong and really, it gives out some 
Japanese vibes. I also love to just go shopping and have a drink there. This is my way of pretending that I am 
overseas. 

Today was no exception. I went to the café located in the middle of the mall and turned on my laptop. "Things you 
must do when you travel to Hong Kong." Click! Except going to places that remind me of other countries, another 
way I have survived not traveling is pretending to be a foreigner. I scrolled through the article and discovered 
somewhere new to explore. 'Well. That is the schedule for the week sorted!' From my own experience, this can also 
help me develop an insightful perspective on the places I visit. 

So these are the two ways of how I survive the year without travelling. Hope you will find them useful.

5D Lee Tsz Hei

4D Tam Wai Yan, AdaDoes online learning do more harm than good?

A year without travelling
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Brain Teasers The object is to discover the familiar phrase, name or title 
represented by each arrangement of letters and symbols.

Answer

Questions
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